A dose delivery verification method for conventional and intensity-modulated radiation therapy using measured field fluence distributions.
Treatment verification has been a weak link in external beam radiation therapy. As new and more complicated treatment techniques, such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), are implemented into clinical practice, verifying the accuracy of treatment delivery becomes increasingly important. Existing methods for treatment verification are highly labor intensive. We have developed a method for verifying the delivery of external beam radiotherapy and implemented the methodology into a system consisting of both hardware and software components. The system uses grayscale images acquired on the treatment machine from the planned treatment beams. From these images, the photon fluence distribution of each beam is derived. These measured photon fluence maps are then used as input to a separate dose calculation engine to compute the delivered absolute dose and the dose distribution in the same patient, assuming that the patient is set up as required by the treatment plan. The dose distribution generated from the measured fluence maps can then be compared to that of the treatment plan. Software tools, such as overlaying isodose curves generated with this method on those imported from the plan, dose difference maps, dose difference volume histograms, and three-dimensional perspective views of the dose differences, have also been developed. The system thus provides a means to verify the dose, the dose prescription, and the monitor units applied. The potential exists with a suitable electronic portal imaging system to reduce the quality assurance efforts, especially for IMRT.